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The heritage collection
a legacy of knit
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The secret to happy employees
Why corporate wear deserves the same attention to detail and quality 
as our everyday clothes

No two companies are the same, neither 

are their employees. That is why, it is 

important to provide individualized and 

tailor-made work wear solutions. So that  

everybody and every body can feel confi-

dent and comfortable when dressing for 

work.

“The secret to happy employees is hid-

den in how you care for them. Believing 

that everybody and every body deserves 

to be dressed comfortably to tackle any 

obstacles.”

The most important resource for any com-

pany are the employees. Their wellbeing is 

the real key to success.

Feeling strong, self-confident, and present-

able brings out the best in people. Let your 

employees be at their best every day.

Our understanding for design and style 

combined with our knowledge of materials 

and qualities, puts us in a unique position 

to create knitwear. Knitwear that is made 

with innovative and high-performance 

qualities. With focus on fit, comfort and the 

well-being of the wearer 

In this catalogue, you will find all you need, 

to dress any company. Across borders of 

industries, cultures and countries.
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Work wear that 
doesn’t feel 
like work
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Think global, act local
We support our local community

At Clipper A/S we have always made it a priority 

to support local businesses and our community. 

From the beginning when our knitwear was 

knitted in the homes of local ladies to the way we 

think and operate today.

We purchase and deal with local suppliers and 

support small businesses.

“For this catalogue all pictures are shot in and 

around our home city Herning. The city that 

created Clipper, the city with a long history and 

tradition in the textile industry. A tradition that 

we take great pride in.” 

We were privileged to shoot on location at some 

of the local businesses, such as Hotel Eyde, Karup 

Airport, Ikast Automobiler, Herning Library and 

optician NytSyn Herning. A choice taken to tell 

the story of how all styles comes to life in their 

element when being used.
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Corporate wear that serves as an extension 

of the company, the profile to the outside 

world, as a means to unite and create 

common ground and most importantly to 

make sure that every employee, is dressed 

to look and feel their best.

”
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The story of a visionary man
With an understanding for knit and craftsmanship thus laying the 
foundation for us to become knit experts 

In 1955 the passionate entrepreneur 

Bernhardt Sørensen founded Bernhardt 

Sørensen A/S, later to become the house 

of Clipper. Bernhardt started out by using 

highly specialised  knitting mills located in 

small, local factories. A business model we 

still use to this day, with partners around 

the world carefully selected for their spe-

cialised  knowledge and technical skills. 

In 1982, the house of Clipper opened a 

factory in Herning and kept the produc-

tion there until 1998. We still have our own 

factory, but today it is located in Latvia, 

and we produce most of our knitwear in 

Europe. 

“Many things have changed since 1955, 

but our core skills are still the develop-

ment, production, and distribution of 

classic quality knitwear.”

Bernhardt Sørensen’s passion for the finest 

quality and craftsmanship as well as his 

ability to spot the latest trends in materials 

– knitwear in particular - is our foundation. 

We are proud of our legacy and our ability 

to move with the changes of time, while 

upholding both our traditions and our 

craftsmanship. 

In 2015, the house of Clipper merged with 

Belika. Belika, another knit specialist was 

founded in 1933 in Ikast. The house of Clip-

per and Belika have more than 140 years 

of experience combined. Now operating 

under one name – Clipper A/S. 

In the early 1990s Clipper Corporate was 

created from the belief, that corporate 

wear deserved the same attention to detail 

and quality as our everyday wear. With a 

desire to create workwear and uniforms 

that felt and looked like the clothes that 

employees would choose and wear them-

selves. 

All styles are created with this concept in 

mind – corporate wear that is dynamic and 

versatile, so that employees are dressed to 

adapt to a multifaceted work life. Made 

to withstand even the most challenging 

circumstances, under even the roughest 

conditions and in any climate.

That is how Clipper Corporate came to be. 

Built on a foundation of knowledge, expe-

rience, and craftsmanship from decades 

of tradition for quality, design, and passion 

from two strong houses of knit who joined 

forces.
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We are rooted in respect and understanding 

for the craftsmanship, built on the 

foundation from a visionary man 67 years 

ago. Carried on by innovation and creativity. 

With a consideration for the world, we are 

a part of and a deep seeded knowledge 

that we would be nothing without our 

employees and customers.

”
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CSR and sustainability
Clipper A/S is committed to contribute to a more sustainable 
production in an industry that traditional is known for its waste and 
use of the planets resources.

Any real and lasting change starts within, 

which is why Corporate Social Responsi-

bility (CSR) is an instrumental part of who 

we are, how we act and how we operate. 

In a world where fundamental resources 

are becoming scarce by the minute, being 

aware of CSR is a driven force and an inter-

twined factor in all aspects of our business. 

That is non-negotiable. 

We are guided by our strong moral and 

ethical standards demonstrated by our 

transparency. Furthermore, are we always 

following the strictest guidelines in regard 

to societal and environmental concerns. 

To facilitate the grounds for positive 

change, we comply by the declarations 

and conventions of the 17 Global Goals, 

the UN Global Compact and the REACH 

regulative. 

Moreover, we fight waste, yarn waste, be 

it from overproduced raw materials or 

surplus finished garments, we donate it 

to charitable organizations. We also think 

about our consumption of cardboard and 

paper and use recycled Nordic Ecolabelled 

paper for printing and our import boxes 

are always re-used for export shipping.

“At our factory in Latvia the steam 

produced from production, are being 

reused at the next-door factory, making 

sure no resources go to waste.” 

To increase the health of our employees, a 

physiotherapist has helped each employee 

to optimize their workstation. Furthermore, 

we have gymnastics in the office every day 

- not only to improve the daily well-being, 

but also to strengthen social relations.

We wish to promote and be part of the 

solution for a more ethical and sustainable 

way of producing and consuming.

Clipper A/S is committed to making an 

effort and paving the road ahead - in the 

hope of a better tomorrow.
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What we do matters and 
makes a difference

Which is why we operate in accord-

ance with the 17 Global Goals with 

focus on education, responsible 

consumption and production, good 

health and well-being and decent 

work and economic growth.

Animal welfare is important 
to us

Since many of our products are 

manufactured from wool, one of 

our main focus points is the welfare 

of the sheep, which supply the 

wool. That’s why we use mulesing 

free yarns only as well as ethically 

sourced yarn. 

Made in Europe - at our own 
factory in Latvia

Because this provides us with 

full transparency at every stage 

of our supply chain pertaining to 

areas such as e.g., labour practices, 

standards of safety and raw material 

sourcing.

Our values and 
beliefs
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Sustainable production is a 
given

We only work with suppliers 

committed to reducing the use of 

chemicals, water and dyestuff in all 

processes of manufacturing. All our 

yarn meets the STANDARD 100 by 

OEKOTEX® for raw materials.

Relations founded in our 
core values

Defined by our commitment to and 

membership of the Ten Principles 

of the UN Global Compact. The 

principle-based framework stating 

ten principles in the areas of human 

rights, labour, the environment and 

anti-corruption. 

Code of conduct is our 
promise to be committed

The way our suppliers do business 

is our responsibility too. All suppliers 

must agree to and sign our Code of 

Conduct as well as obeying by the 

REACH regulative. These practices 

prevent the use of hazardous chem-

icals and protect human health and 

the environment.

Children’s welfare is at our 
heart

For many years, we have supported 

Land of Hope, a non-profit organiza-

tion fighting for children in Nigeria 

and their safety. Clipper A/S spon-

sors a nurse for the orphanage so 

the children can get the right care.
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The price of knitwear should not be at 

the cost of the environment. Therefore, 

break the cycle of buy and toss. Choose 

well-made pieces that are versatile and 

classic, so they can be worn season 

after season. Being mindful is always a 

good look.

”
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The beauty in the difference
the strength of unity

Wear the feeling of confident

It is possible to achieve a uniform look  
with respect for individuality.  

Let your personality shine through  
and embrace the diversity.
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Welcome to our universe of knit
Unzip a world of endless possibilities

Decades of experience have made us 

experts in the knitting realm, and we are 

here to give you all our knowledge and 

expertise. Making sure finding the right 

apparel is as easy and smooth as possible 

for you. That is what we always strive for. 

“We have taken all our bestsellers, the 

good bits and coming up styles and 

collected them in this catalogue.”

We have simplified and modernized the 

collection so you can choose from tried-

and-true premium styles. 

To improve your experience and ease of 

use when reading this catalogue, and to 

facilitate the process of finding the perfect 

style for your needs, we have divided our 

entire collection into three main groups: 

corporate wear, work wear and uniforms.

Each group is visualized by a symbol, de-

pending on performance and suitability for 

use and wear. You will find these symbols 

next to each style.

All styles are named after cities, and all 

styles belonging to the same city are made 

of the same material, so you can mix and 

match and still achieve a uniformed look.

Additionally, we have streamlined the col-

ours across city groupings so they can be 

combined and still remain homogeneous.

The last chapter of the catalogue is a style 

overview where you will find a table of all 

styles in each city grouped together. 

Happy reading and enjoy finding your new 

work wear!
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Uniforms

Styles with this symbol shows they 

are perfect for uniforms with a more 

authoritarian connotation. De-

signed with epaulettes and signal 

value. Perfect for employees in the 

security, fire, rescue and authority 

sector.

Corporate wear

Styles with this symbol shows they 

are perfect for corporate wear such 

as retail personnel, beauty industry 

and office staff. Ideal for a present-

able look and for those employees 

acting as the face of the company.

Work wear

Styles with this symbol shows they 

are perfect for work wear such as 

warehouse workers, craftsmen, bus-, 

train- and taxi drivers. Made to be 

practical, functional and very dura-

ble and can therefore withstand a 

lot of use.

Stock items 

Styles or colours marked with this 

symbol shows they are stock items. 

Stock items are styles or colours 

produced in accordance with lot 

sizes and availability of raw mate-

rials. However, the majority of the 

catalogue consist of NOOS styles.
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Vests that underline the 
business concept
Presentable work wear for staff with 
style

First impressions count, which is why the appear-

ances of the staff makes a big difference. Espe-

cially in the hospitality industry. Whether you run 

a cosy café or a fine dining restaurant, uniforms 

tell a story of who you are and reflects your brand. 

That is why it is important that guests are met 

with elegance and sophistication the moment 

they walk in the door.

Vests are part of the uniform for many restaurants 

and bars underlining the atmosphere. Further-

more, vests serve as protection of shirts and 

t-shirts making sure the staff always looks stylish 

and presentable. 

Made in a wool blend the vest is very durable and 

practical as well as breathable and comfortable. 

Manufactured in a non-wrinkle material it is iron 

free, so your staff look and feel fresh even after 

hours of work. 

Vests that wash and wears repeatedly without 

losing quality and fit. That serves your business.
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44111 
Navy

90156
Charcoal

mel.

99109
Black

Copenhagen
Mens

Made in a f ine gauge merino wool blend, 
Copenhagen is the perfect mix between luxury 

and practical . A style with durability, great shape 
retention and high pilling resistance. A very 

presentable and all-round collection.  

Fine gauge slipover with v-neck and ribbing at 
neckline, hem and armholes . Perfect for a classic 

and presentable look.

50142 - Slipover, v-neck
Sizes: X XS-6XL

Regular f it

50% merino wool / 50% acrylic

.„¹Çcš 
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71841
Dark 

khaki mel.

40111
Dark
navy

90156
Charcoal

mel.

Milan
Mens

Sourced from 100% merino wool in a yarn developed 
especially for us . Fine gauge, extra twisted yarn for 

durability with the benef its of wool such as moisture 
wicking, temperature regulating, odour resisting 

and anti-wrinkle. All contributes to Milan being high 
quality, pure luxury and the premium choice. 

Fine gauge wool slipover with fully fashion v-neck 
and ribbing at neckline, hem and armholes . Perfect 

for a classic and presentable look.

50105 - Slipover, v-neck
Sizes: S-4XL

Regular f it

100% mercerised merino wool

.„µÇdš
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40111
Dark
navy

90156
Charcoal

mel.

Milan
Mens

Sourced from 100% merino wool in a yarn developed 
especially for us . Fine gauge, extra twisted yarn for 

durability with the benef its of wool such as moisture 
wicking, temperature regulating, odour resisting 

and anti-wrinkle. All contributes to Milan being high 
quality, pure luxury and the premium choice. 

Vest with v-neck. Placket with buttons and ribbing 
at hem and armholes . Two front pockets .

50110 - Vest, v-neck, buttons
Sizes: S-4XL

Regular f it

100% mercerised merino wool

.„µÇdš
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Copenhagen 
The city that named our most versatile 
and inclusive collection

Copenhagen is known for being one of the hap-

piest cities in the world. Moreover, Copenhagen 

is home to excellent Danish cuisine, outstanding 

public transportation system, stunning churches 

and enlightening museums. And even Christiania, 

the community known as the original free town, 

with its own rules and regulations and attraction 

for people from all walks of lifes. Copenhagen is 

open minded and accepting be it food, alternative 

culture, modern furniture design, high-quality 

fashion and futuristic architecture to Amalienborg 

palace, in the heart of Copenhagen, where the 

Danish Queen Margrethe the second still lives. 

The Danish royal family is the oldest continuing 

monarchy in the world.

A vibrant, multifaceted, prejudice free and 

embracing city and exactly why we named this 

collection of knit for Copenhagen. As this collec-

tion represent the foundation for inclusivity and 

embraces all.

Our hero and bestseller collection - with Co-

penhagen you will find our deepest and widest 

range, consisting of a wide variety of knit, making 

it easy to find a style fitting for all employees in 

various functions. Therefore, you will find it easy to 

achieve a uniform look, with respect for individu-

ality. Made in a fine gauge merino wool blend, it 

is the perfect mix between luxury and practical. 

A style with durability, great shape retention and 

high pilling resistance. A very presentable and 

all-round collection. Just like the beautiful city of 

Copenhagen.
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44111 
Navy

90156
Charcoal

mel.

99109
Black

Copenhagen
Womens

Made in a f ine gauge merino wool blend, 
Copenhagen is the perfect mix between luxury 

and practical . A style with durability, great shape 
retention and high pilling resistance. A very 

presentable and all-round collection.  

Slipover with v-neck and ribbing at neckline and 
armholes . Tubular hem. Perfect for a classic and 

presentable look.

50133 - Slipover, v-neck
Sizes: X XS-4XL

Modern f it

50% merino wool / 50% acrylic

.„¹Çcš 
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Copenhagen
Mens

Made in a f ine gauge merino wool blend, 
Copenhagen is the perfect mix between luxury 

and practical . A style with durability, great shape 
retention and high pilling resistance. A very 

presentable and all-round collection.  

This classic and versatile v-neck pullover comes in a 
regular f it and a slim f it model. With rib at neckline, 

hem and cuf fs .

50148 - Pullover, v-neck 
Sizes: X XS-4XL

Slim f it

50% merino wool / 50% acrylic

90154
Stone

grey mel.

90156
Charcoal

mel.

99109
Black

90153
Light

grey mel.

44111 
Navy

50141 - Pullover, v-neck 
Sizes: X XS-6XL

Regular f it

50% merino wool / 50% acrylic

90154
Stone

grey mel.

90156
Charcoal

mel.

99109
Black

90153
Light

grey mel.

44111 
Navy

.„¹Çcš 
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Milan 
The majestic city that inspired our more 
fashion forward collection

Milan is the largest city in Northern Italy and is 

widely renowned for its strengths within the fields 

of art, design, fashion, commerce, finance and 

culture. Milan is considered as one of the worlds 

four fashion capitals. Suffice it to say that iconic 

events such as Milan Fashion Week and Milan 

Furniture Fair plays a huge part in that honour. 

Furthermore, Milan is famously recognized as an 

art city. Leonardo da Vinci spent a vast amount 

of his life there. Creating the immortal painting 

The Last Supper which still to this day hangs in 

its original place, on the wall of the dining room 

of the former Dominican convent of Santa Maria 

delle Grazie. Both are listed as a UNESCO World 

Heritage site.

One of the most iconic landmark of Milan is the 

Milan Cathedral, Duomo. The impressive master-

piece took more than 600 years to complete. 

Milan is a symbol of hard work, dedication and an 

impressive sense of fashion and art. Much like our 

collection Milan which is named after the incred-

ible city. This collection draws from connotations 

such as fashion, simplicity, quality and pure style 

through and through.

Milan is sourced from 100% merino wool in a yarn 

developed especially for us. Fine gauge, extra 

twisted yarn for durability with the benefits of 

wool such as moisture wicking, temperature 

regulating, odour resisting and anti-wrinkle. Made 

to withstand wear while continuing to look good. 

All contributes to Milan being high quality, pure 

luxury and the premium choice. Ensuring the 

high quality with no compromises that makes it 

possible to work hard and remain fashionable.
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40111
Dark
navy

30171
Burgundy

mel.

61838
Olive
mel.

90154
Stone

grey mel.

90156
Charcoal

mel.

99109
Black

Milan
Mens

Sourced from 100% merino wool in a yarn developed 
especially for us . Fine gauge, extra twisted yarn for 

durability with the benef its of wool such as moisture 
wicking, temperature regulating, odour resisting 

and anti-wrinkle. All contributes to Milan being high 
quality, pure luxury and the premium choice. 

Classic v-neck pullover with rib at neckline, hem and 
cuf fs .

50102 - Pullover, v-neck 
Sizes: S-6XL

Regular f it

100% mercerised merino wool

.„µÇdš

For more colours see our B2B webshop.
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10144
Warm 

sand mel. 

40112
Captain

navy

40121
Faded
denim

60831
Olivine

99109
Black

Napoli
Mens

Knitted in 100% organic cotton, the natural property 
of pure cotton ensures the sof tness and comfort . 
Strong and sof t with a silky surface, that gives a 

luxurious feel . Great color fastness that provides a 
beautiful color palette that does not fade. A timeless 
and elegant collection that provides a well-dressed 

look. 

Classic v-neck pullover with rib at neckline, hem and 
cuf fs .

51007 - Pullover, v-neck 
Sizes: S-6XL

Regular f it

100% organic cotton

.„µÇdš 
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99109
Black

41655
Dark

blue mel.

90256
Dark 

charcoal
mel.

Berlin
Mens

Made in a double knitted fabric , with cotton on the 
inside and wool blend on the outside. Experience 

the sof tness of cotton and all the benef its of wool. 
This combination makes Berlin highly insulating and 
very durable. The cotton-wool fabric is warmer, more 

resilient , and more durable. The perfect collection 
for styles that needs to be practical yet presentable. 

Classic v-neck pullover with rib at neckline, hem and 
cuf fs .

50153 - Pullover, v-neck 
Sizes: S-4XL | Modern f it

Outside: 50% wool / 50% acrylic 

Inside: 100% cotton

*„µÇcš
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99109
Black

40111
Dark
navy

Stockholm
Mens

Knitted in a f ine gauge cotton blend. The properties 
of cotton such as sof tness and wearer comfort 

combined with the performance of acrylic makes 
Stockholm a unique collection that is highly durable 
and functional. The clean minimalistic design gives 

it a classic and elegant feel . 

Classic v-neck pullover with rib at neckline, hem and 
cuf fs .

50156 - Pullover, v-neck 
Sizes: S-5XL

Regular f it

50% cotton / 50% acrylic

,„µÇc›
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44111
Navy

99109
Black

Helsinki
Mens

Made in a wool and acrylic quality.  Helsinki is 
knitted a little heavier in a coarse gauge, making 

it very durable and sturdy. It has a great shape 
retention and high pilling resistance. 

Classic v-neck pullover with rib at neckline, hem and 
cuf fs .

50202 - Pullover, v-neck 
Sizes: X XS-6XL

Regular f it

50% wool / 50% acrylic

.„µÇcš
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Copenhagen
Womens

Made in a f ine gauge merino wool blend, 
Copenhagen is the perfect mix between luxury 

and practical . A style with durability, great shape 
retention and high pilling resistance. A very 

presentable and all-round collection.  

This classic and versatile v-neck pullover comes with 
the option of ribbed hem and cuf fs or tubular hem 

for a more feminine touch.

50131 - Pullover, v-neck, rib
Sizes: XS-4XL

Regular f it

50% merino wool / 50% acrylic

44111 
Navy

99109
Black

50134 - Pullover, v-neck, tubular
Sizes: XS-4XL

Regular f it

50% merino wool / 50% acrylic

90156
Charcoal

mel.

99109
Black

44111 
Navy

.„¹Çcš 
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40111
Dark
navy

90156
Charcoal

mel.

99109
Black

Milan
Womens

Sourced from 100% merino wool in a yarn developed 
especially for us . Fine gauge, extra twisted yarn for 

durability with the benef its of wool such as moisture 
wicking, temperature regulating, odour resisting 

and anti-wrinkle. All contributes to Milan being high 
quality, pure luxury and the premium choice. 

Classic v-neck pullover with tubular hem and rib at 
neckline and cuf fs .

51017 - Pullover, v-neck 
Sizes: XS-3XL

Regular f it

100% mercerised merino wool

.„µÇdš
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10144
Warm

sand mel.

40112
Captain

navy

40121
Faded
denim

99109
Black

Napoli
Womens

Knitted in 100% organic cotton, the natural property 
of pure cotton ensures the sof tness and comfort . 
Strong and sof t with a silky surface, that gives a 

luxurious feel . Great color fastness that provides a 
beautiful color palette that does not fade. A timeless 
and elegant collection that provides a well-dressed 

look. 

Classic v-neck pullover with rib at neckline, hem and 
cuf fs .

51008 - Pullover, v-neck 
Sizes: XS-4XL

Regular f it

100% organic cotton

.„µÇdš 
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40111
Dark
navy

99109
Black

Stockholm
Womens

Knitted in a f ine gauge cotton blend. The properties 
of cotton such as sof tness and wearer comfort 

combined with the performance of acrylic makes 
Stockholm a unique collection that is highly durable 
and functional. The clean minimalistic design gives 

it a classic and elegant feel . 

Classic v-neck pullover with tubular hem. Rib at 
cuf fs .

50159 - Pullover, v-neck 
Sizes: XS-4XL

Modern f it

50% cotton / 50% acrylic

,„µÇc›
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Colour it your way
Get creative - choose your colour

We have made colouring outside the lines a 

whole lot simpler for you.

By choosing an already existing style and de-

sign, you can customize the colour of your knit 

- which provides you with great flexibility. You 

have the freedom to choose any style from our 

wide collection of knit and get it in the colour of 

your choice.

Are you looking for knit in specific corporate 

colours or for a themed leisure event? Then this 

is the solution just for you. 
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Copenhagen
Mens

Made in a f ine gauge merino wool blend, 
Copenhagen is the perfect mix between luxury 

and practical . A style with durability, great shape 
retention and high pilling resistance. A very 

presentable and all-round collection.  

This classic and elegant o-neck pullover comes in a 
regular f it and a slim f it model. With rib at neckline, 

hem and cuf fs .

50145 - Pullover, o-neck 
Sizes: X XS-5XL

Regular f it

50% merino wool / 50% acrylic

50149 - Pullover, o-neck 
Sizes: X XS-4XL

Slim f it

50% merino wool / 50% acrylic

.„¹Çcš 

90156
Charcoal

mel.

90156
Charcoal

mel.

99109
Black

99109
Black

90154
Stone

grey mel.

90154
Stone

grey mel.

44111 
Navy

44111 
Navy
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30171
Burgundy

mel.

40111
Dark
navy

90156
Charcoal

mel.

99109
Black

Milan
Mens

Sourced from 100% merino wool in a yarn developed 
especially for us . Fine gauge, extra twisted yarn for 

durability with the benef its of wool such as moisture 
wicking, temperature regulating, odour resisting 

and anti-wrinkle. All contributes to Milan being high 
quality, pure luxury and the premium choice. 

Classic o-neck pullover with rib at neckline, hem and 
cuf fs .

50101 - Pullover, o-neck 
Sizes: S-4XL

Regular f it

100% mercerised merino wool

.„µÇdš

For more colours see our B2B webshop.
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10144
Warm 

sand mel.

40112
Captain

navy

40121
Faded
denim

60831
Olivine 

99109
Black

Napoli
Mens

Knitted in 100% organic cotton, the natural property 
of pure cotton ensures the sof tness and comfort . 
Strong and sof t with a silky surface, that gives a 

luxurious feel . Great color fastness that provides a 
beautiful color palette that does not fade. A timeless 
and elegant collection that provides a well-dressed 

look. 

Classic o-neck pullover with rib at neckline, hem and 
cuf fs .

51010 - Pullover, o-neck 
Sizes: S-5XL

Regular f it

100% organic cotton

.„µÇdš 
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44111 
Navy

90156
Charcoal

mel.

99109
Black

Copenhagen
Womens

Made in a f ine gauge merino wool blend, 
Copenhagen is the perfect mix between luxury 

and practical . A style with durability, great shape 
retention and high pilling resistance. A very 

presentable and all-round collection.  

Fully fashion, classic and versatile o-neck pullover 
with rib at hem and cuf fs . Tubular neckline.

50132 - Pullover, o-neck 
Sizes: XS-4XL

Modern f it

50% merino wool / 50% acrylic

.„¹Çcš 
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Milan
Mens

Sourced from 100% merino wool in a yarn developed 
especially for us . Fine gauge, extra twisted yarn for 

durability with the benef its of wool such as moisture 
wicking, temperature regulating, odour resisting 

and anti-wrinkle. All contributes to Milan being high 
quality, pure luxury and the premium choice. 

Available as roll neck and turtleneck, that makes it 
easy to achieve a more formal and trendy look. With 

rib at hem and cuf fs .

50106 - Roll neck
Sizes: S-4XL

Regular f it

100% mercerised merino wool

99109
Black

40111
Dark
navy

90156
Charcoal

mel.

.„µÇdš

50103 - Turtleneck
Sizes: S-4XL

Regular f it

100% mercerised merino wool

99109
Black

40111
Dark
navy

90156
Charcoal

mel.

For more colours see our B2B webshop.
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Brest
Mens

For a more relaxed but still polished look. Made 
in 100% cotton Brest is the sof t choice, perfect for 

layering under a blazer or on its own for a more 
casual and comfortable look. 

Available as roll neck and turtleneck. 

50122 - Turtleneck
Sizes: S-6XL

Regular f it

100% cotton

99109
Black

40110
Vulcan

navy

50123 - Roll neck
Sizes: S-6XL

Regular f it

100% cotton

99109
Black

40110
Vulcan

navy

.„µÇd›
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Bologna
Mens

Made in a sof t and durable merino wool blend. 
Bologna is fully fashion and in a style that makes it 

easy to achieve a more formal and well-dressed look.

Roll neck or turtleneck, with rib at hem and cuf fs .

50280 - Turtleneck
Sizes: S-4XL (S-6XL in 99109 · 90256)

Regular f it

50% merino wool / 50% acrylic

99109
Black

45111
Navy night

sky

90256
Dark

charcoal mel.

30365
Burgundy

50279 - Roll neck
Sizes: S-4XL

Regular f it

50% merino wool / 50% acrylic

99109
Black

45111
Navy night

sky

90256
Dark

charcoal mel.

30365
Burgundy

.„µÇcš

For more colours see our B2B webshop.
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40111
Dark
navy

61838
Olive
mel.

99109
Black

90156
Charcoal

mel.

71841
Dark

khaki mel.

Milan
Mens

Sourced from 100% merino wool in a yarn developed 
especially for us . Fine gauge, extra twisted yarn for 

durability with the benef its of wool such as moisture 
wicking, temperature regulating, odour resisting 

and anti-wrinkle. All contributes to Milan being high 
quality, pure luxury and the premium choice. 

Zip-neck with rib at hem and cuf fs .

50109 - Zip neck
Sizes: S-6XL

Regular f it

100% mercerised merino wool

.„µÇdš

For more colours see our B2B webshop.
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10144
Warm

sand mel.

40112
Captain

navy

Napoli
Mens

Knitted in 100% organic cotton, the natural property 
of pure cotton ensures the sof tness and comfort . 
Strong and sof t with a silky surface, that gives a 

luxurious feel . Great color fastness that provides a 
beautiful color palette that does not fade. A timeless 
and elegant collection that provides a well-dressed 

look.

Zip-neck with rib at hem and cuf fs .

51009 - Zip neck
Sizes: S-5XL

Regular f it

100% organic cotton

.„µÇdš 
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40112
Captain

navy

99109
Black

Paris
Womens

Made in a viscose blend, a blend that merge 
functionality with fashion. It is luxurious and sof t 
to the touch while also being robust and easy to 

care for. Paris has a high wicking ability, great 
breathability and a beautiful luster, which gives it 

the characteristic shine. 

A very feminine roll neck that is f igure hugging and 
very f lattering.

50164 - Roll neck
Sizes: XS-4XL

Slim f it

80% viscose / 20% polyamide

)„µÇc›
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Durable and 
comfortable
Work wear for everyday use

A cardigan is the most versatile piece of clothing. 

Throughout a working day the temperature can 

fluctuate making it difficult to dress accordingly. 

But with a zipper cardigan it is easy to layer on or 

off depending on the weather. 

The purpose behind a uniform is for others to 

easily distinguish who is working and a visual rein-

forcement that the person wearing the uniform is 

doing an important job. Furthermore, it will instil 

a sense of security for the customers as it gives a 

feeling of authority. 
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50147 - Cardigan, v-neck
Sizes: X XS-6XL 

Regular f it

50% merino wool / 50% acrylic

Copenhagen
Mens

Made in a f ine gauge merino wool blend, 
Copenhagen is the perfect mix between luxury 

and practical . A style with durability, great shape 
retention and high pilling resistance. A very 

presentable and all-round collection.  

The cardigan is available in a regular and a slim f it 
version. Both sporting a v-neck, buttons at  placket 

and two front pockets .

44111 
Navy

99109
Black

50150 - Cardigan, v-neck
Sizes: XS-4XL

Slim f it

50% merino wool / 50% acrylic

90154
Stone

grey mel.

90156
Charcoal

mel.

99109
Black

90153
Light

grey mel.

44111 
Navy

.„¹Çcš 
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40111
Dark
navy

90154
Stone

grey mel.

99109
Black

90156
Charcoal

mel.

50108 - Cardigan, v-neck 
Sizes: S-4XL 

Regular f it

100% mercerised merino wool

Milan
Mens

Sourced from 100% merino wool in a yarn developed 
especially for us . Fine gauge, extra twisted yarn for 

durability with the benef its of wool such as moisture 
wicking, temperature regulating, odour resisting 

and anti-wrinkle. All contributes to Milan being high 
quality, pure luxury and the premium choice. 

Cardigan with  v-neck, tone in tone buttons at  
placket and two front pockets . 

.„µÇdš

For more colours see our B2B webshop.
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40111
Dark
navy 

99109
Black 

50318 - Cardigan, buttons 
Sizes: S-4XL

Modern f it

50% pure new wool / 50% acrylic

Manchester
Mens

Made in f latknitted Milano knit . With an endurable 
and sleek surface, clean hem and cuf fs . Simple yet 

sophisticated and a great substitute for a blazer, 
when wishing to achieve a business casual look. 

Form stabile cardigan, with shirt collar, two front 
pockets and a breast pocket. 

.„µÇcš

For more colours see our B2B webshop.
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44111 
Navy

99109
Black

50146 - Cardigan, metal zip 
Sizes: X XS-5XL

Regular f it

50% merino wool / 50% acrylic

Copenhagen
Mens

Made in a f ine gauge merino wool blend, 
Copenhagen is the perfect mix between luxury 

and practical . A style with durability, great shape 
retention and high pilling resistance. A very 

presentable and all-round collection.

Cardigan with full length metal zipper and stand-up 
collar. Rib at hem and cuf fs .

.„¹Çcš 
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30171
Burgundy

mel.

40111
Dark
navy

99109
Black

90156
Charcoal

mel.

50107 - Cardigan, zip 
Sizes: S-6XL

Regular f it 

100% mercerised merino wool

Milan
Mens

Sourced from 100% merino wool in a yarn developed 
especially for us . Fine gauge, extra twisted yarn for 

durability with the benef its of wool such as moisture 
wicking, temperature regulating, odour resisting 

and anti-wrinkle. All contributes to Milan being high 
quality, pure luxury and the premium choice. 

Cardigan with full length zipper and rounded collar.

.„µÇdš

For more colours see our B2B webshop.
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99109
Black

41655
Dark

blue mel.

90256
Dark 

charcoal mel.

50154 - Cardigan, zip 
Sizes: S-4XL

Modern f it

Outside: 50% wool / 50% acrylic . Inside: 100% cotton

Berlin
Mens

Made in a double knitted fabric , with cotton on the 
inside and wool blend on the outside. Experience 

the sof tness of cotton and all the benef its of wool. 
This combination makes Berlin highly insulating and 
very durable. The cotton-wool fabric is warmer, more 

resilient , and more durable. The perfect collection 
for styles that needs to be practical yet presentable. 

Cardigan with full length zipper, high stand-up collar 
and French shoulder with fully fashion.

*„µÇcš
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Stockholm 
The glitz of the city and the calmness 
of the nature is what we named our 
flexible collection after

Stockholm is a beautiful mesmerizing city and 

known as the city of contrasts. Fancy bars, high-

class restaurants, modern galleries and exclusive 

department stores are situated next to the 

breath-taking nature with the omnipresent sea 

and lake. And wherever you look you are met with 

the scenery of parks and green areas. The distinct 

contrast between urban and nature, modern and 

historic, trendy and traditional are characteristic 

of Stockholm. 

More than 70 thousand Stockholmers ride their 

bike in their everyday life each day. Stockholm sits 

on 14 islands that are connected by 57 bridges, 

and the water is so clean you can drink it, swim 

in it and fish in it. Stockholm resides over three 

UNESCO World Heritage sites: the Royal Palace at 

Drottningholm, Skogskyrkgården (The Woodland 

Cemetery) and the Birka archaeological site

Stockholm is open and welcoming, efficient and 

reliable. Exactly like our Stockholm collection 

of knit. The collection that is made of contrast 

when blending cotton and acrylic, to achieve just 

the perfect mix of resilient yet soft which is our 

Stockholm.

Made in a fine yarn cotton blend and knitted in 

a fine gauge. The properties of cotton such as 

softness and wearer comfort combined with the 

performance of acrylic makes Stockholm a unique 

collection that is highly durable and functional. 

The clean minimalistic design gives it a classic 

and elegant feel.
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99109
Black

40111
Dark
navy

50157 - Cardigan, zip 
Sizes: XS-6XL

Regular f it

50% cotton / 50% acrylic

Stockholm
Mens

Knitted in a f ine gauge cotton blend. The properties 
of cotton such as sof tness and wearer comfort 

combined with the performance of acrylic makes 
Stockholm a unique collection that is highly durable 
and functional. The clean minimalistic design gives 

it a classic and elegant feel .

Cardigan with full length zipper and rounded collar.

,„µÇc›
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44111
Navy

99109
Black

50198 - Cardigan, zip 
Sizes: XS-6XL

Modern f it

50% wool / 50% acrylic

Porto
Mens

Made in Milano knit Porto is tightly knitted which 
makes it more form stabile and durable. Made to 

withstand the rigors of daily wear. Were style crosses 
with functionality. 

A versatile cardigan with full length zipper and high 
stand-up collar. 

.„µÇcš
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99109
Black

44111 
Navy

90156
Charcoal

mel.

50138 - Cardigan, long
Sizes: XS-4XL

Modernx f it

50% merino wool / 50% acrylic

Copenhagen
Womens

Made in a f ine gauge merino wool blend, 
Copenhagen is the perfect mix between luxury 

and practical . A style with durability, great shape 
retention and high pilling resistance. A very 

presentable and all-round collection.  

Long cardigan with v-neck, buttons at placket and 
two front pockets .

.„¹Çcš 
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44111 
Navy

99109
Black

90156
Charcoal

mel.

50137 - Cardigan, v-neck 
Sizes: XS-4XL

Modern f it

50% merino wool / 50% acrylic

Copenhagen
Womens

Made in a f ine gauge merino wool blend, 
Copenhagen is the perfect mix between luxury 

and practical . A style with durability, great shape 
retention and high pilling resistance. A very 

presentable and all-round collection.  

Cardigan with v-neck, buttons at placket and wide 
ribbed hem and cuf fs .

.„¹Çcš 
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44111 
Navy

90156
Charcoal

mel.

99109
Black

50136 - Cardigan, o-neck
Sizes: XS-4XL

Modern f it

50% merino wool / 50% acrylic

Copenhagen
Womens

Made in a f ine gauge merino wool blend, 
Copenhagen is the perfect mix between luxury 

and practical . A style with durability, great shape 
retention and high pilling resistance. A very 

presentable and all-round collection.  

Cardigan with o-neck, buttons at placket . Tubular 
hem and cuf fs .

.„¹Çcš 
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40111
Dark
navy

90156
Charcoal

mel.

99109
Black

51016 - Cardigan, buttons 
Sizes: XS-4XL

Regular f it

100% mercerised merino wool

Milan
Womens

Sourced from 100% merino wool in a yarn developed 
especially for us . Fine gauge, extra twisted yarn for 

durability with the benef its of wool such as moisture 
wicking, temperature regulating, odour resisting 

and anti-wrinkle. All contributes to Milan being high 
quality, pure luxury and the premium choice. 

Cardigan with v-neck, buttons at placket , rib at cuf fs 
and tubular hem.

.„µÇdš
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40111
Dark
navy

99109
Black

50161 - Cardigan, buttons 
Sizes: XS-4XL

Modern f it

50% cotton / 50% acrylic

Stockholm
Womens

Knitted in a f ine gauge cotton blend. The properties 
of cotton such as sof tness and wearer comfort 

combined with the performance of acrylic makes 
Stockholm a unique collection that is highly durable 
and functional. The clean minimalistic design gives 

it a classic and elegant feel . 

Cardigan with v-neck, buttons at placket , wide rib at 
cuf fs and hem.

,„µÇc›
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40112
Captain

navy

99109
Black

50165 - Cardigan, buttons 
Sizes: XS-4XL

Slim f it

80% viscose / 20% polyamide

Paris
Womens

Made in a viscose blend, a blend that merge 
functionality with fashion. It is luxurious and sof t 
to the touch while also being robust and easy to 

care for. Paris has a high wicking and breathe-
sensation and a beautiful luster, which gives it the 

characteristic shine. 

Cardigan with v-neck, buttons at placket , rib at cuf fs 
and hem.

)„µÇc›
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50139 - Cardigan, metal zip
Sizes: XS-4XL

Regular f it

50% merino wool / 50% acrylic

Copenhagen
Womens

Made in a f ine gauge merino wool blend, 
Copenhagen is the perfect mix between luxury 

and practical . A style with durability, great shape 
retention and high pilling resistance. A very 

presentable and all-round collection.   

Cardigan with full length metal zipper and stand-up 
collar. Tubular hem and cuf fs .

.„¹Çcš 

40111
Navy

99109
Black
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Porto 
The city that is unpretentious and 
highly efficient, just like our Porto

Porto lies along the Douro River, just at the mouth 

of the massive river, right before it reaches its end 

in the Atlantic Ocean. Porto is in fact the only 

European city, which have six bridges, all crossing 

the Douro River. Stunning bridges all standing as 

a testimony to the beautiful architectural crafts-

manship Porto is known for. Porto’s historic centre 

is named an UNESCO World Heritage site. Mainly 

due to the impressive and ancient cityscapes. In 

the old parts of the city there is a wealth of aston-

ishing churches made in remarkable architecture.

Furthermore, Porto is famously known for their 

Port wine, which is ironically not made in Porto 

but in Douro Valley. Port is however aged in wine 

cellars in Porto. 

Many facades in Porto are covered in tiles called 

Azulejos, beautiful ceramic tiles glazed in orna-

mental art. Beautiful but serving as protection 

against humidity.

The sturdiness and practicality of the Azulejos 

tiles, is just like our Porto an effective protector 

against the elements and shield against both the 

cold and warmth. 

Made in a wool and acrylic blend our Porto is the 

cardigan for all occasions. A traditional piece of 

clothing functional as both outerwear or as a 

middle layer over a tee and under a jacket. Making 

it perfect for those in between situations where 

the temperature fluctuates, as it is easy taking it 

on or off depending on the climate. The density of 

the material makes it robust and sturdy, so it can 

withstand being used and worn. Without losing 

its shape and softness. 
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44111
Navy

99109
Black

50197 - Cardigan, zip 
Sizes: XS-4XL

Modern f it

50% wool / 50% acrylic

Porto
Womens

Made in Milano knit Porto is tightly knitted which 
makes it more form stabile and durable. Made to 

withstand the rigors of daily wear. Were style crosses 
with functionality. 

A versatile cardigan with full length zipper, and high 
stand-up collar. 

.„µÇcš
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99109
Black

Stockholm
Womens

Knitted in a f ine gauge cotton blend. The properties 
of cotton such as sof tness and wearer comfort 

combined with the performance of acrylic makes 
Stockholm a unique collection that is highly durable 
and functional. The clean minimalistic design gives 

it a classic and elegant feel .

Cardigan with full length zipper and rounded collar.

50160 - Cardigan, zip 
Sizes: XS-4XL

Regular f it

50% cotton / 50% acrylic

,„µÇc›
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00105
Bright
white

30126
Burgundy

winetasting

99109
Black

60132
Light olive

green

40111
Dark
navy

Dax
Mens

The foundation for every wardrobe starts with a 
classic quality tee. Dax is made in cotton for a sof t 
feel , combined with elastane to secure the f it and 

shape, even during a long days wear.  

The classic everyday o-neck tee.

51127 - T-shirt, SS, o-neck
Sizes: S-4XL

Modern f it

95% cotton / 5% elastane

,„µÌcš   
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30126
Burgundy

winetasting

41813
Navy
blazer

60132
Light olive

green

99109
Black

Moss
Mens

A lightweight tee made in 100% super f ine merino 
wool in 17,5 micron. It is pure luxury, sof t and 

exclusive. Moss is perfect for layering as merino 
wool against the skin is temperature-regulating 
and moisture-wicking. Or for a well-dressed look 

as it can be used instead of a polo-shirt for a more 
updated and modern look.

The supreme luxury o-neck tee.

51129 - T-shirt, SS, o-neck
Sizes: S-4XL

Modern f it

100% super f ine merino wool

.„µÌc¨ 
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Valencia 
The city with sun and science named 
our collection of T-shirts and polos 
made in an innovative material

Valencia, a 2000-year-old city and the third largest 

in Spain – and the origin of paella - is an inter-

esting mix between preserving and respecting 

their cultural heritage while merging with a more 

contemporary outlook. Among one of the most 

famous landmarks of Valencia is the Arts and 

Science complex, created by Santiago Calatrava. 

One of the buildings in the complex is “The Eye 

of Knowledge” demonstrating the superior and 

futuristic architecture. A sharp contrast to the 

modern-day complex is the historic old town of 

Valencia. Comprised of several impressive, prom-

inent and beautiful landmarks. The Lonja de la 

Seda, an UNESCO World Heritage site being one 

of them.

In Valencia the sun almost always shines, with 

more than 300 sunny days, the temperature and 

climate invites to wear apparel such as T-shirts 

and polos.

So, what could be more fitting than to name 

our biggest collection of T-shirts and polos after 

Valencia? 

Valencia is made in a cotton blend, our B-dry, for 

a soft feel. A style with durability and great shape 

retention. So that even after a long day’s wear it 

still look and feel fresh. B-dry is an innovative and 

smart material known for its ability to regulate the 

body’s temperature and for its moisture-wicking 

properties. Moreover, B-dry is also highly breath-

able and quick drying. Rendering it perfect to be 

used in strenuous situations where the wearer 

tends to sweat, as Valenica will provide a great 

level of comfort. 
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00105
Bright
white

31171
Burgundy

mel.

40111
Dark
navy

99109
Black

99209
Black
mel.

60135 
Olive

green mel.

41111
Navy
mel.

Valencia
Mens

Valencia is made in a cotton blend, our B-dry, for a 
durable long-lasting material . With temperature-

regulating and moisture-wicking properties securing 
it perfect for everyday use. 

The classic short sleeve tee with o-neck and chest 
pocket.

50322 - T-shirt, SS, B-dry
Sizes: S-5XL

Modern f it

60% cotton / 40% polyester

.„µÇdš

For more colours see our B2B webshop.
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40111
Dark
navy

99209
Black
mel.

41111
Navy
mel.

Valencia
Mens

Valencia is made in a cotton blend, our B-dry, for a 
durable long-lasting material . With temperature-

regulating and moisture-wicking properties securing 
it perfect for everyday use. 

The classic long sleeve tee with o-neck and chest 
pocket.

50392 - T-shirt, LS, B-dry
Sizes: S-5XL

Modern f it

60% cotton / 40% polyester

.„µÇdš
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Sportwool
Our hero fabric that created the perfect 
substitute for a shirt and knitted in the 
most comfortable material

Tired of smelly synthetic fibres and sweaty cotton 

polo shirts? Then what you need is Sportwool! 

Sportwool is based on the principle of combining 

the best in modern man-made fibre technology 

with the proven attributes of ultrafine merino 

wool

This combination provides a micro-climate envi-

ronment, which draws vapour away from the skin, 

expelling it out into the atmosphere, leaving you 

drier and more comfortable.

There are many benefits that the Sportwool 

vapour technology brings. All of the Sportwool 

qualities have one thing in common: a dryer and 

cooler microclimate between skin and clothing 

that absorbs and transfers moisture without 

touching the skin, fast drying time and natural 

odour resistance.

Sportwool offers some practical advantages, 

which makes it uniquely suited for corporate 

wear: non-wrinkle; no need for ironing, quick 

drying time after washing, great colour stability 

- no difference between new and old polo shirts 

among the staff which provides a uniform appear-

ance despite differences in care.

The secret is, you will find your new favourite polo 

here. Sportwool is value for money with regard to 

functionality, as well as comfort and durability. 
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00105
Bright
white

41117
Estate
blue

99109
Black

Munich
Mens

Made in Sportwool for a comfortable feel - 
combining the best in modern man-made f iber 

technology with the proven attributes of ultraf ine 
merino wool.

The ultimate polo with bottom down collar. 
Contrasting stripes at the placket and three buttons.

So classic it can be used instead of a shirt . 

50191 - Polo-shirt, SS, Sportwool
Sizes: S-4XL

Slim f it

75% polyester / 25% merino wool

-„¹®d¨
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00105
Bright
white

31125
Warm

red mel.

31171
Burgundy

mel.

40111
Dark
navy

41111
Navy
mel.

41216
True

blue mel.

60135
Olive

green mel.

99209
Black
mel.

99109
Black

Valencia
Mens

Valencia is made in a cotton blend, our B-dry, for a 
durable long-lasting material . With temperature-

regulating and moisture-wicking properties securing 
it perfect for everyday use.

. The classic polo with chest pocket. With 
contrasting colour stripe at collar and three buttons 

placket . 

50266 - Polo-shirt, SS, B-dry
Sizes: S-6XL

Modern f it

60% cotton / 40% polyester

.„µÇdš

For more colours see our B2B webshop.
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00105 
Bright 
white

31171
Burgundy

mel.

41111
Navy 
mel.

99109
Black

Valencia 
Mens

Valencia is made in a cotton blend, our B-dry, for a 
durable long-lasting material . With temperature-

regulating and moisture-wicking properties securing 
it perfect for everyday use.

The classic polo with chest pocket. With contrasting 
colour stripe at collar and zip placket.

50297 - Polo-shirt, SS, zip-neck, B-dry
Sizes: S-6XL

Modern f it

60% cotton / 40% polyester

.„µÇdš
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40111
Dark
navy

60135
Olive

green mel.

41111
Navy
mel.

99209
Black
mel.

Valencia
Mens

Valencia is made in a cotton blend, our B-dry, for a 
durable long-lasting material . With temperature-

regulating and moisture-wicking properties securing 
it perfect for everyday use. 

The classic long sleeve polo with chest pocket. With 
contrasting colour stripe at collar and three buttons 

placket .  

50267 - Polo-shirt, LS, B-dry
Sizes: S-6XL

Modern f it

60% cotton / 40% polyester

.„µÇdš

For more colours see our B2B webshop.
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00105
Bright
white

40111
Dark
navy

99109
Black

Dax
Womens

The foundation for every wardrobe starts with a 
classic quality tee. Dax is made in cotton for a sof t 
feel , combined with elastane to secure the f it and 

shape, even during a long days wear.  

The everyday tee, classic o-neck.

51363 - T-shirt, SS, o-neck
Sizes: X XS-3XL

Modern f it

95% cotton / 5% elastane

,„µÌcš   
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00105
Bright
white

40137
Forever

blue

41117
Estate
blue

44111
Navy

99109
Black

Munich
Womens

Made in Sportwool for a comfortable feel - 
combining the best in modern man-made f iber 

technology with the proven attributes of ultraf ine 
merino wool. 

The ultimate polo. Placket with buttons . So classic it 
can be used instead of a shirt . 

50194 - Polo-shirt, SS, Sportwool
Sizes: XS-3XL

Regular f it

75% polyester / 25% merino wool

-„¹®d¨
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The face of the business
Corporate wear that helps build the 
brand

With a wide variety of blouses and business attire, 

it will be possible for all businesses that need a 

presentable and formal looking uniform, to find 

their signature style right here. 

For a lot of businesses, the staff are a representa-

tion and elongating of who they are and what 

values they wish to portray. Therefore, being the 

customers first point of contact, it is extremely 

important that the staff are dressed to reflect that.  
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00105
Bright
white

Nice
Womens

Made in a viscose blend securing a nice drape and 
silhouette. Breathable and airy for comfort . Silky 

smooth, sof t and lightweight.

A very feminine and f lattering T-shirt , with a Peter 
Pan collar and zip fastening on back. 

50174 - T-shirt, collar
Sizes: XS-4XL

Modern f it

61% viscose / 24% polyester / 15% elastane 

)„µÇc›
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00105
Bright
white

99109
Black

Nice
Womens

Made in a viscose blend securing a nice drape and 
silhouette. Breathable and airy for comfort . Silky 

smooth, sof t and lightweight.

A very feminine and f lattering T-shirt , with a 
decorative pearl button. 

50173 - T-shirt
Sizes: XS-4XL

Modern f it

61% viscose / 24% polyester / 15% elastane 

)„µÇc›
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Nice
Womens

Made in a viscose blend securing a nice drape and 
silhouette. Breathable and airy for comfort . Silky 

smooth, sof t and lightweight.

A very feminine and f lattering blouse. Boat neck, zip 
fastening on back and ¾ sleeves .

50172 - Blouse, boat neck 
Sizes: XS-4XL

Modern f it

61% viscose / 24% polyester / 15% elastane 

99109
Black

)„µÇc›
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99109
Black

00104
Off white

Paris
Womens

Made in a viscose blend, a blend that merge 
functionality with fashion. It is luxurious and sof t 
to the touch while also being robust and easy to 

care for. Paris has a high wicking ability, great 
breathability and a beautiful luster, which gives it 

the characteristic shine. 

Ribbed turtleneck T-shirt . With texture that makes 
the knit stretchable, elastic and very comfortable all 
while being slim f itted. Perfect under a blazer for an 

elevated look.

50169 - Turtleneck
Sizes: XS-4XL

Slim f it

80% viscose / 20% polyamide

)„µÇc›
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Casual elegance
A blazer is a must-have

Many companies today want casual corporate 

fashion that is comfortable but at the same time 

conveys a formal look. The knitted blazer delivers 

just that. 

Manufactured in a soft viscose blend, it is com-

fortable to wear and more practical for working 

in, than a regular blazer since it is soft and flexible.
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45111
Navy

night sky

99109
Black

Rome
Mens

Made in a viscose blend that with the combination 
of elastane gives a feeling of complete freedom of 

movement without feeling restricted. 

Casual and comfortable yet elegant in a very clean 
and classic design. Looks like a pair of dress pants 

but with the comfort and feel of joggers . Elasticated 
waistband with drawstrings . Two side pockets and a 

back pocket . 

50303 - Pants
Sizes: XS-4XL

Regular f it

65% viscose / 30% polyester / 5% elastane 

)„µÇc›
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Rome
Mens

Made in a viscose blend that with the combination 
of elastane gives a feeling of complete freedom of 

movement without feeling restricted. 

Two button blazer with lapel, two pockets with f laps . 
Unlined. Modern f it that tapers at the chest and 

waist for an elegant silhouette and great comfort . 
High shape retention and crease resistance.  

50185 - Blazer
Sizes: XS-4XL

Regular f it

65% viscose / 30% polyester / 5% elastane 

)„µÇc›

45111
Navy

night sky

99109
Black
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45111
Navy

night sky

99109
Black

Rome
Womens

Made in a viscose blend that with the combination 
of elastane gives a feeling of complete freedom of 

movement without feeling restricted. 

Casual and comfortable yet elegant in a very clean 
and classic design. Looks like a pair of dress pants 

but with the comfort and feel of joggers . Elasticated 
waistband with drawstrings . Two side pockets and a 

back pocket . 

50184 - Pants
Sizes: XS-4XL

Regular f it

65% viscose / 30% polyester / 5% elastane 

)„µÇc›
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Rome
Womens

Made in a viscose blend that with the combination 
of elastane gives a feeling of complete freedom of 

movement without feeling restricted. 

Two button blazer with lapel, two front pockets . 
Unlined. Modern f it that tapers at the chest and 

waist for an elegant silhouette and great comfort . 
High shape retention and crease resistance.  

50182 - Blazer
Sizes: XS-4XL

Regular f it

65% viscose / 30% polyester / 5% elastane 

)„µÇc›

45111
Navy

night sky

99109
Black
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40112
Captain

navy

99109
Black

Paris
Womens

Made in a viscose blend, a blend that merge 
functionality with fashion. It is luxurious and sof t 
to the touch while also being robust and easy to 

care for. Paris has a high wicking ability, great 
breathability and a beautiful luster, which gives it 

the characteristic shine. 

Knee length dress with ¾ sleeves and boat neckline. 
A very comfortable and f lattering f it . It can be 

dressed up or down depending on accessories .

50166 - Dress
Sizes: XS-4XL

Regular f it

80% viscose / 20% polyamide

)„µÇc›
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Uniforms designed to 
convey authority
Chosen, tested and adapted to ensure 
the comfort and freedom of movement 
for the wearer

A collection of knitwear with focus on signal 

value and function, designed to convey authority. 

Knitwear that features epaulettes as well as shoul-

der- and elbow patches. Especially developed and 

perfected for the security, fire and rescue sectors. 

E.g., security guards, police officers, custom au-

thorities and the home guard. 

When working as an authoritarian figure the 

uniform plays a very big and important role in 

the job. 

Uniforms that signals the wearer is a trained pro-

fessional and on duty carrying out a valuable task. 

The uniform strengthens the feeling of being part 

of a team and plays a major role in the level of 

confidence and sense of pride.

Furthermore, wearing a uniform makes it easy 

for the public to decipher the role of the wearer 

and the respect that is associated with wearing a 

uniform. 

Achieve a strong and recognizable visual presence 

in knitwear designed to be durable and conven-

ient to wear. 
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00105
Bright
white

40137
Forever

blue

44111
Navy

99109
Black

Frankfurt
Mens

Frankfurt is made in our innovative and functional 
Sportwool for a long-lasting comfortable feel , even 

under stressful situations and hard work. 

The short-sleeved polo shirt has a breast paspel 
pocket with a vertical stich for a pencil pocket. 

Epaulettes in form of twill straps at shoulders for 
reinforcements . Placket with three buttons closure 

and slit at side seam.

50227 - Polo-shirt, SS, Sportwool
Sizes: X XS-6XL

Regular f it

75% polyester / 25% merino wool

-„¹®d¨
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44111
Navy

99109
Black

Frankfurt
Mens

Frankfurt is made in our innovative and functional 
Sportwool for a long-lasting comfortable feel , even 

under stressful situations and hard work. 

The long-sleeved polo shirt has a breast paspel 
pocket with a vertical stich for a pencil pocket. 

Epaulettes in form of twill straps at shoulders for 
reinforcements . Placket with three buttons closure 

and slit at side seam.

50228 - Polo-shirt, LS, Sportwool
Sizes: X XS-6XL

Regular f it

75% polyester / 25% merino wool

-„¹®d¨
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Get the authoritarian and formal look 

of the shirt combined with the casual 

style of the polo shirt and the unique 

Sportwool comfort.

”
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Oslo
Mens

Oslo is made in a merino wool and acrylic blend for 
a sof t yet durable quality. Knitted in Milano knit , 

making it very sturdy. The coarse gauge ensures a 
heavier knit making it extremely form stabile. 

Slipover with v-neck knitted in interlock. Epaulettes 
in form of twill straps on shoulders based on twill 

patches for reinforcement. Double layer main fabric 
at hem and armhole.

50220 - Nato slipover, v-neck
Sizes: X XS-6XL

Regular f it

50% merino wool / 50% acrylic

.„¹Çdš

44111
Navy

99109
Black
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Oslo
Mens

Oslo is made in a merino wool and acrylic blend for 
a sof t yet durable quality. Knitted in Milano knit , 

making it very sturdy. The coarse gauge ensures a 
heavier knit making it extremely form stabile. 

Pullover with v-neck knitted in interlock. Epaulettes 
in form of twill straps on shoulders based on twill 

patches for reinforcement. Double layer main fabric 
at hem, neckline and armhole. Pockets on both 
upper arms. Patches on elbows in woven fabric . 

50218 - Nato pullover, v-neck 
Sizes: X XS-6XL

Regular f it

50% wool / 50% acrylic

.„¹Çdš

44111
Navy

99109
Black
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44111
Navy

90154
Stone

grey mel.

90156
Charcoal

mel.

99109
Black

Glasgow
Mens

Glasgow is made in a wool and acrylic blend for a 
practical and comfortable quality. 

Pullover with v-neck knitted in super rib. Double 
layer main fabric at hem, neckline and cuf fs . 

50205 - Pullover, v-neck 
Sizes: X XS-5XL

Regular f it

50% wool / 50% acrylic

.„¹Çcš
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Oslo 
The intriguing, picturesque city up 
north has named our collection of 
durable knits

Oslo is beautiful situated at the end of the Oslo 

fjord, a wide waterway that connects Oslo with 

Skagerrak strait that leads to the North Sea. 

With an extensive shoreline providing a scenic 

and spectacularly view over the blue waters on 

one side and the forests on the other side. A vast 

woodland being Nordmarka with recreational 

areas and home to outdoors activities such as 

hiking and biking in the summertime and skiing 

in the winter. The perfect spot for nature lovers. 

Oslo is named the European Green Capital due to 

its efforts in promoting sustainability living. And 

the residents of Oslo are rated as some of the 

happiest people in the world.

Oslo is the home of the Nobel Peace Prize that 

since 1901 has been awarded to chosen contribu-

tors of promoting peace. It is the only Nobel prize 

that is awarded outside Stockholm. 

Furthermore, Oslo is a city with history and many 

educational and amazing attractions. The Nation-

al Gallery houses the world famous painting the 

Scream by Edvard Munch. Moreover, Oslo has a 

lot of museums paying homage to their heritage. 

The Viking Ship Museum is where the world’s 

best preserved Viking ships lives. Norwegian 

Armed Forces Museum tells the tale of how the 

Norwegian forces has defended Norway through 

the centuries.  

In 1870 author Bjørnestjerne Bjørnson called the 

city “The City of Tigers” as he perceived it as a cold 

and dangerous place. Just like our Oslo collection 

protects against the harsh elements, provides 

security and acts as a shelter. 

Oslo is made in a merino wool and acrylic blend 

for a soft yet durable quality. Knitted in Milano 

knit, that is made from two sets of yarns knitted 

diagonally, making it very sturdy. The coarse 

gauge ensures a heavier knit making it extremely 

form stabile.
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Oslo
Mens

Oslo is made in a merino wool and acrylic blend for 
a sof t yet durable quality. Knitted in Milano knit , 

making it very sturdy. The coarse gauge ensures a 
heavier knit making it extremely form stabile. 

Pullover with o-neck knitted in interlock. Epaulettes 
in form of twill straps on shoulders based on twill 

patches for reinforcement. Double layer main fabric 
at hem, neckline and armhole. Pockets on both 
upper arms. Patches on elbows in woven fabric .

50219 - Nato pullover, o-neck 
Sizes: X XS-6XL

Regular f it

50% wool / 50% acrylic

.„¹Çdš

44111
Navy

99109
Black
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Prague
Mens

Prague is made in a wool and acrylic blend for a 
practical and comfortable quality. 

Zip-neck pullover. With pencil pocket on lef t upper 
arm. Rib at hem and cuf fs . 

50209 - Zip neck, troyer
Sizes: XS-5XL

Regular f it

50% wool / 50% acrylic

44111
Navy

 .„µÇcš
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Bremen
Mens

Bremen is made in a wool and acrylic blend for a 
practical and comfortable quality. 

Zip-neck pullover knitted in Milano knit , with 
windbreaker lining. Twill patches at shoulders . Rib at 

hem and cuf fs . 

50211 - Zip neck, windbreaker
Sizes: S-6XL

Regular f it

50% wool / 50% acrylic

 )„µÇc›

44111
Navy

99109
Black
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44111
Navy

Trondheim
Mens

Trondheim is made in a wool and acrylic blend for a 
practical and comfortable quality. 

Zip-neck pullover. Epaulettes in form of twill straps 
on shoulders based on twill patches , twill patches 

on both front sleeves and elbows for reinforcement. 
Pocket with snap on lef t upper arm. Rib at hem and 

cuf fs . 

50226 - Nato zip neck
Sizes: X XS-5XL

Regular f it

50% wool / 50% acrylic

.„µÇcš
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99109
Black

50221 - Nato zip neck
Sizes: X XS-6XL

Regular f it

50% wool / 50% acrylic

Oslo
Mens

Oslo is made in a merino wool and acrylic blend for 
a sof t yet durable quality. Knitted in Milano knit , 

making it very sturdy. The coarse gauge ensures a 
heavier knit making it extremely form stabile. 

Zip-neck pullover knitted in interlock. Epaulettes 
in form of twill straps on shoulders based on twill 

patches for reinforcement. Double layer main fabric 
at hem, neckline and armhole. Pockets on both 

upper arms. With the chose of lining. 

44111
Navy

99109
Black

50222 - Nato zip neck, w. lining
Sizes: X XS-6XL

Regular f it

50% wool / 50% acrylic

44111
Navy

.„¹Çdš
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44111
Navy

Bergen
Mens

Bergen is made in a wool and acrylic blend for a 
practical and comfortable quality. 

Zip-neck pullover in rib knit . Epaulettes in form of 
twill straps on shoulders based on twill patches for 
reinforcements . Twill patches on elbows. Pocket on 

lef t upper arm. 

50225 - Nato zip neck
Sizes: X XS-4XL

Regular f it

50% wool / 50% acrylic

.„¹Çcš
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44111
Navy

Stavanger
Mens

Stavanger is made in a wool and acrylic quality with 
twill straps at shoulders , twill patches at elbows for 

reinforcement, two hidden pockets at side seam. 
One breast pocket with f lap. Double layered stand-
up rib collar with full length zipper. Rib at hem and 

cuf fs .  

50224 - Nato knit jacket, zip
Sizes: X XS-6XL

Regular f it

50% wool / 50% acrylic

.„µÇcš
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44111
Navy

99109
Black

Haugesund
Mens

Haugesund is made in a wool and acrylic quality, 
knitted in half-milano. With twill straps at shoulders 

and twill patches at elbows for reinforcements . 
Pockets at both upper arms in woven fabric with 

f laps . Stand-up collar, hem and cuf fs in main fabric . 
Full length zipper. 

50223 - Nato knit jacket, zip
Sizes: X XS-6XL

Regular f it

50% wool / 50% acrylic

.„µÇcš
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01144
Light
sand

40118
Night
blue

60139
Dark
olive

Aarhus
Mens

Our well-known f isherman knit in 100% cotton, for a 
lighter airier version. Aahus is a more modern style 

that with the properties of cotton is durable and 
comfortable. 

Classic o-neck pullover with tubular hem and ribbed 
cuf fs . 

50892 - Pullover, o-neck 
Sizes: XS-4XL

Modern f it

100% cotton

-„µÇdš
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40112
Captain

navy

61839
Olive
mel.

Saltum
Mens

Made in 100% pure wool Saltum is pure fashion 
and our legacy as a house of knit . The old design of 
the f isherman knit translated to a modern version. 

Functional and practical for outdoor use, trendy and 
cool for indoor use. 

Classic o-neck pullover with tubular hem and long 
ribbed cuf fs with thumb hole.

50825 - Pullover, o-neck 
Sizes: XS-5XL

Modern f it (with thumb hole)

100% pure new wool

"„µÇdš
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40112
Captain

navy

61839
Olive
mel.

Saltum
Mens

Made in 100% pure wool Saltum is pure fashion 
and our legacy as a house of knit . The old design of 
the f isherman knit translated to a modern version. 

Functional and practical for outdoor use, trendy and 
cool for indoor use. 

Classic roll neck with tubular hem and long ribbed 
cuf fs with thumb hole. 

50324 - Roll neck
Sizes: XS-5XL

Modern f it (with thumb hole)

100% pure new wool

"„µÇdš

For more colours see our B2B webshop.
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40112
Captain

navy

Saltum
Mens

Made in 100% pure wool Saltum is pure fashion 
and our legacy as a house of knit . The old design of 
the f isherman knit translated to a modern version.

Functional and practical for outdoor use, trendy and 
cool for indoor use. 

Classic zip neck with tubular hem and long ribbed 
cuf fs with thumb hole. 

50325 - Zip neck
Sizes: XS-5XL

Modern f it (with thumb hole)

100% pure new wool

"„µÇdš
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98158
Anthracite

mel.mix

68839
Olive

mel. mix

50323- Cardigan, zip 
Sizes: XS-5XL

Modern f it (with thumb hole)

100% pure new wool

Saltum
Mens

Made in 100% pure wool Saltum is pure fashion 
and our legacy as a house of knit . The old design of 
the f isherman knit translated to a modern version.

Functional and practical for outdoor use, trendy and 
cool for indoor use. 

Classic cardigan with tubular hem and long ribbed 
cuf fs with thumb hole. With full length zipper that 
comes in tone in tone, contrasting colour or metal . 

48112
Captain

navy mix

40112
Captain

navy

90158
Anthracite

mel.

71841
Dark

khaki mel.

51134 - Cardigan, metal zip 
Sizes: XS-5XL

Modern f it (with thumb hole)

100% pure new wool

61839
Olive
mel.

40112
Captain

navy

"„µÇdš
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Get dressed for the ride 
ahead - let the clothes 
do the talking 
The reflection of you and the road to 
work wear that encourages trust 

Working as a taxi driver means being in contact 

with many different people every day, which re-

quires the work wear to be neutral and the overall 

appearance of the clothes need to be professional 

looking and well-groomed.

When working behind the wheel for long periods 

of time it is necessary that the clothes worn, offers 

comfort and are durable with a high level of free-

dom of movement. Furthermore, getting in and 

out of the car numerous times a day requires that 

the clothes keep looking fresh and proper – even 

after a long shift.  

With a polo-shirt and a classic jacket it is easy to 

obtain a look that is smart without any restrains. 

Here focus is on functionality and wearer comfort 

in a look that is presentable at all times. 
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45111
Navy

night sky

Paisley
Mens

Reversible waistcoat - sleek and smooth on one side 
with chest zip pocket. Quilted panels on the other 

side with side zip pocket. Perfect for layering under 
a jacket or over a tee or knit . 

50905 - Waistcoat, reversible
Sizes: S-5XL | Regular f it

Main fabric: 88% polyester / 12% spandex 

Padding & lining: 100% polyester

*„µÌcš
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Zurich
Mens

Zurich is made in a wool and acrylic quality, knitted 
in half-milano. With lining and fabric reinforcements 
at yoke. Two side pockets with zipper making it easy 

keeping necessities at hand. Stand-up collar and 
cuf fs in main fabric , hem in fabric for reinforcement. 

Full length zipper. 

50210 - Knit jacket, w. lining
Sizes: X XS-6XL

Regular f it

50% wool / 50% acrylic

99109
Black

.„µÇcš
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Driven by the right 
attire
When presentation matters and first 
impression counts

When working as a car salesperson there are 

some different requirements as opposed to work-

ing in many other sales jobs. 

Between walking in the garage where there are 

oil and dirt, to walking in the car lot meeting cus-

tomers, the clothes must be able to handle the 

pressure and wear and tear of everyday use. 

Long days of getting in and out of cars requires 

the outfit to be flexible and wrinkle-free in order 

to always look polished. 

Often times car salespersons are working in 

varying temperatures when presenting cars both 

inside and outside and in all kinds of weather. 

Therefore, it is essential wearing breathable and 

temperature regulating knit and a jacket that is 

easy to throw on or take off. 

In a knitted pullover and a classic jacket, it is possi-

ble to achieve a very presentable yet very practical 

look. Be dressed to be meeting customers and 

representing the business. 

Business casual attire in muted neutral colours.
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Inverness
Mens

Inverness is the epitome of classic elegance. Casual 
yet formal and highly functional as it is lightweight, 
wind and water repellent but still breathable. Stay 
warm and dry all while looking well-dressed and 

presentable. 

Short jacket with hidden full length zipper. Two side 
pockets and two inner pockets with zipper. 

50438 - Jacket
Sizes: S-5XL | Modern f it

92% polyester / 8% elastane. With Meida lining

Water resistance: 8500 mm / breathability : 3000 gsm

*„µÌcš

45111
Navy

night sky
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Inverness
Mens

Inverness is the epitome of classic elegance. Casual 
yet formal and highly functional as it is lightweight, 
wind and water repellent but still breathable. Stay 
warm and dry all while looking well-dressed and 

presentable. 

Coat with hidden full length zipper and outer snap 
placket with buttons . Two side pockets and two 

inner pockets , one of which has a zipper. Slit at back 
hem.

50326 - Coat
Sizes: S-4XL | Modern f it

92% polyester / 8% elastane. With Meida lining

Water resistance: 8500 mm / breathability : 3000 gsm

45111
Navy

night sky

*„µÌcš
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Inverness
Womens

Inverness is the epitome of classic elegance. Casual 
yet formal and highly functional as it is lightweight, 
wind and water repellent but still breathable. Stay 
warm and dry all while looking well-dressed and 

presentable. 

Coat with hidden full length zipper and outer snap 
placket . Two side pockets with zipper and two inner 
pockets , one of which has a zipper. Slit at back hem 

and slit with buttons at cuf f. 

50921 - Coat
Sizes: XS-4XL | Modern f it

92% polyester / 8% elastane. With Meida lining

Water resistance: 8500 mm / breathability : 3000 gsm

*„µÌcš

45111
Navy

night sky
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How to measure
For a perfect fit and great comfort

Our measurement chart is based on your chest 

width. For greatest accuracy, please measure di-

rectly on your body and, if possible, have someone 

take your measurements rather than yourself. 

Measure around the fullest part of your chest - as 

shown on drawing -  keeping tape under your 

armpits and around your shoulder blades. 

Your chest width will correspond to a recom-

mended size in our measurement chart.
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Body measurements - men/unisex

Size XXS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL 6XL

Chest
(cm)

80-85 86-90 91-95 96-100 101-105 106-110 111-115 116-121 122-129 130-138 139-145

Body measurements - women

Size XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL

Chest
(cm)

80-85 86-91 92-97 98-103 104-109 110-117 118-125 126-134
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What can we do for 
you?
You can choose from one of Europe's 
largest selections of stock knitwear 
and benefit from our years of expertise 
when working on special projects

Knit essentials that transcend time and place. 

Meticulously handpicked for their enduring style 

and effortless longevity. Made of carefully selected 

yarns chosen for their luxuriously feel, durability, 

softness and lightness.  

We are here to introduce knitwear to the work-

place. Clipper Corporate was born out of passion 

for knitwear and quality. 

Having a complete and optimized value chain 

allows us to control all activities and processes. 

From idea to manufacturing - from raw materials 

to delivery

We offer a wide range of NOOS styles to promote 

greater flexibility. Furthermore, we have an ex-

tensive variety of tailormade solutions catering 

to your specific needs - may it be logo design, 

embroidery, or knitwear in company colour.

As our customer you will get access to our stock 

and B2B online webshop which means it has 

never been easier for you to order what you need 

when you need - and even with day-to-day deliv-

ery on thousands of readymade styles.
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Headquarters
Clipper A/S

Nakskovvej 1

7400 Herning, Denmark

Tel.: +45 9626 3211 

Mail: cc55@clipper.dk 

Website
clipper.dk

B2B webshop
b2b.clipper.dk
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The importance of individualized 

and tailormade solutions so that 

everybody and every body can feel 

confident and comfortable when 

dressing for work are essential.

”
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Copenhagen
50% merino wool

50% acrylic

.„¹Çcš 

Pullover, v-neck 
50141 

Men · regular fit · sizes: XXS-6XL

Page 9 · 13 · 47 · 60

Pullover, v-neck, tubular 
50134 

Women · regular fit · sizes: XS-4XL

Page 2 · 63 · 67

9015699109 90154 90153 44111

9015699109 90154 441119015699109 90154 44111

4411199109

9015699109 44111

Pullover, v-neck 
50148 

Men · slim fit · sizes: XXS-4XL

Page  46 · 47

Pullover, o-neck 
50145 

Men · regular fit · sizes: XXS-5XL

Page 76 · 77

Pullover, v-neck, rib 
50131 

Women · regular fit · sizes: XS-4XL

Page 62 · 63

Pullover, o-neck 
50149 

Men · slim fit · sizes: XXS-4XL

 Page 77

Slipover, v-neck 
50142 

Men · regular fit · sizes: XXS-6XL

Page 34 · 35 · 82

9015699109 44111 9015699109 44111

Slipover, v-neck 
50133 

Women · modern fit · sizes: XXS-4XL

Page 42 · 43

9015699109 90154 90153 44111
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Cardigan, v-neck 
50150 

Men · slim fit · sizes: XS-4XL

Page 109

Cardigan, metal zip 
50146 

Men · regular fit · sizes: XXS-5XL

Page 114 · 115

Cardigan, o-neck 
50136 

Women · modern fit · sizes: XS-4XL

Page 132 · 133

9015699109 441119015699109 44111

9015699109 44111

Cardigan, long 
50138 

Women · modern fit · sizes: XS-4XL

Page 7 · 128 · 129

Cardigan, metal zip 
50139 

Women · regular fit · sizes: XS-4XL

Page 23 · 140 · 141

Cardigan, v-neck 
50137 

Women · modern fit · sizes: XS-4XL

Page 130 · 131

Cardigan, v-neck 
50147 

Men · regular fit · sizes: XXS-6XL

Page 108 · 109

Pullover, o-neck 
50132 

Women · modern fit · sizes: XS-4XL

Page 9 · 84 · 85

99109 44111

4411199109 9015699109 90154 90153 44111

99109 44111

9015699109 44111
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Milan
100% mercerised

merino wool

.„µÇdš 
Slipover, v-neck 

50105 

Men · regular fit · sizes: S-4XL

Page 36 · 37 · 279

90156 40111

Vest, v-neck, buttons 
50110 

Men · regular fit · sizes: S-4XL

Page 30 · 38 · 39

9015699109 90154 61383 40111 30171

9015699109 71481 61383 40111

9015699109 40111 301719015699109 40111

7184199109 40111

Pullover, v-neck 
50102 

Men · regular fit · sizes: S-6XL

Page 44 · 50 · 51

Turtleneck 
50103 

Men · regular fit · sizes: S-4XL

Page 89 · 95

9015699109 40111 9015699109 40111

Pullover, v-neck 
51017

Women · regular fit · sizes: XS-3XL

Page 64 · 65

Roll neck 
50106 

Men · regular fit · sizes: S-4XL

Page 4 · 86 · 88 · 89

Pullover, o-neck 
50101 

Men · regular fit · sizes: S-4XL

Page 74 · 78 · 79

Zip neck 
50109 

Men · regular fit · sizes: S-6XL

Page 96 · 97



Stockholm
50% cotton
50% acrylic

,„µÇc› 
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Cardigan, zip 
50107 

Men · regular fit · sizes: S-6XL

Page 116 · 117

Cardigan, v-neck 
50108 

Men · regular fit · sizes: S-4XL

Page 110 · 111

99109 40111

99109 4011199109 40111 99109 40111

99109 40111

Cardigan, buttons 
51016 

Women · regular fit · sizes: XS-4XL

Page 126 · 127 · 134 · 135

9015699109 90154 40111 9015699109 40111

Cardigan, zip 
50157 

Men · regular fit · sizes: XS-6XL

Page 104 · 122 · 123

Pullover, v-neck 
50156

Men · regular fit · sizes: S-5XL

Page 26 · 56 · 57

Cardigan, buttons 
50161 

Women · modern fit · sizes: XS-4XL

Page 83 · 136 · 137

Pullover, v-neck 
50159 

Women · modern fit · sizes: XS-4XL

Page 70 · 71

Cardigan, zip 
50160 

Women · regular fit · sizes: XS-4XL

Page 146 · 147

9015699109 40111 30171



Turtleneck 
50122

Men · regular fit · sizes: S-6XL

Page 90 · 91

Roll neck 
50123

Men · regular fit · sizes: S-6XL

Page 91

Napoli

Brest

Bologna

100% organic cotton

100% cotton

50% merino wool
50% acrylic

.„µÇdš 

.„µÇd›

.„µÇcš

99109 40110 99109 40110

Pullover, v-neck 
51008

Women · regular fit · sizes: XS-4XL

Page 66 · 68 · 69

Zip neck 
51009

Men · regular fit · sizes: S-5XL

Page 98 · 99

40112 10144

1014499109 40121 40112

Pullover, v-neck 
51007

Men · regular fit · sizes: S-6XL

Page 1 · 52 · 53

4011240121 1014499109 60831

4011240121 1014499109 60831

Pullover, o-neck 
51010

Men · regular fit · sizes: S-5XL

Page 80 · 81



9025699109 45111 30365 9025699109 45111 30365
S-6XL S-6XL
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Turtleneck 
50280

Men · regular fit · sizes: S-4XL

Page 92 · 93

Cardigan, zip 
50154

Men · modern fit · sizes: S-4XL

Page 118 · 119

Berlin

Manchester

Outside: 50% wool / 50% acrylic
Inside: 100% cotton

50% pure new wool
50% acrylic

*„µÇcš

.„µÇcš
Roll neck 

50279

Men · regular fit · sizes: S-4XL

Page 93 · 94

Cardigan, buttons 
50318

Men · modern fit · sizes: S-4XL

Page 112 · 113

Pullover, v-neck 
50153

Men · modern fit · sizes: S-4XL

Page 54 · 55

99109 40111 9025699109 41655

9025699109 41655

Paris
80% viscose

20% polyamide

)„µÇc›
Roll neck 

50164

Women · slim fit · sizes: XS-4XL

Page 100 · 101 · 102 · 103

99109 40112



Rome
65% viscose

30% polyester
5% elastane

)„µÇc›

Nice
61% viscose

24% polyester
15% elastane

)„µÇc›
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T-shirt, collar 
50174 

Women · modern fit · sizes: XS-4XL

Page 27 · 177 · 178 · 179 · 182 · 188 · 198 · 276 · 279

Turtleneck 
50169

Women · slim fit · sizes: XS-4XL

Page 174 · 183 · 186 · 187

Dress 
50166

Women · regular fit · sizes: XS-4XL

Page 202 · 203

99109 4011299109 00104

Cardigan, buttons  
50165

Women · slim fit · sizes: XS-4XL

Page 27 · 138 · 139

99109 40112

99109 45111

Blazer 
50185

Men · regular fit · sizes: XS-4XL

Page 194 · 195 · 197

99109 00105 00105

T-shirt
50173

Women · modern fit · sizes: XS-4XL

Page 180 · 181

Blouse, boat neck 
50172 

Women · modern fit · sizes: XS-4XL

Page 184 · 185

99109



Valencia
60% cotton

40% polyester

.„µÇdš
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99209 4111199209 3117140111 0010599109 60135 41111 41111

Polo-shirt, SS, B-dry 
50266 

Men · modern fit · sizes: S-6XL

Page 164 · 165

99109 45111

Blazer 
50182 

Women · regular fit · sizes: XS-4XL

Page 182 · 188 · 191 · 196 · 200 · 201

T-shirt, SS, B-dry
50322

Men · modern fit · sizes: S-5XL

Page 156 · 157

Polo-shirt, zip, SS, B-dry 
50297 

Men · Modern fit · sizes: S-6XL

Page 166 ·167

99109 45111

Pants 
50184 

Women · regular fit · sizes: XS-4XL

Page 188 · 198 · 199

Polo-shirt, LS, B-dry 
50267 

Men · modern fit · sizes: S-6XL

Page 168 · 169

T-shirt, LS, B-dry 
50392 

Men · modern fit · sizes: S-5XL

Page 158 · 159

99109 45111

Pants 
50303 

Men · regular fit · sizes: XS-4XL

Page 192 · 193

99209 9920999109 60135001054111199109 31171 41111 4011160135 41216

31125

40111

31171

41111

00105
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Munich

Dax

Moss

75% polyester
25% merino wool

95% cotton
5% elastane

100% super fine merino wool

-„¹®d¨ 

,„µÌcš

.„µÌc¨

Polo-shirt, SS, Sportwool 
50191

Men · slim fit · sizes: S-4XL

Page 148 · 160 · 162 · 163

99109 41117 00105

Polo-shirt, SS, Sportwool 
50194

Women · regular fit · sizes: XS-3XL

Page 172 · 173

40137 0010599109 44111 41117

T-shirt, SS, o-neck 
51127

Men · modern fit · sizes: S-4XL

Page 150 · 151

0010599109 60132 40111 30126

T-shirt, SS, o-neck 
51129

Men · modern fit · sizes: S-4XL

Page 152 ·153

99109 60132 41813 30126

T-shirt, SS, o-neck 
51363

Women · modern fit · sizes: XXS- 3XL

Page 170 · 171

0010599109 40111
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Porto

Saltum

50% wool
50% acrylic

100% pure new wool

.„µÇcš 

"„µÇdš

Cardigan, zip 
50198

Men · modern fit · sizes: XS-6XL

Page 124 · 125

99109 44111 99109 44111

Cardigan, zip 
50197

Women · modern fit · sizes: XS-4XL

Page 107 · 144 · 145

Pullover, o-neck 
50825

Men · modern fit · sizes: XS-5XL

Page 246 · 247

61839 40112 61839 40112

Cardigan, zip  
50323

Men · modern fit · sizes: XS-5XL

Page 250 · 254 · 255

98158 68839 48112 40112 90158 71841 61839 40112

Cardigan, metal zip 
51134

Men · modern fit · sizes: XS-5XL

Page 255

Roll neck 
50324

Men · modern fit · sizes: XS-5XL

Page 248 · 249

40112

Zip neck 
50325

Men · modern fit · sizes: XS-5XL

Page 242 · 252 · 253
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Aarhus Helsinki

100% cotton 50% wool
50% acrylic

-„µÇdš 
.„µÇcš 

Glasgow
50% wool

50% acrylic

.„¹Çcš 

Frankfurt
75% polyester

25% merino wool

-„¹®d¨ 

Pullover, o-neck 
50892

Men · modern fit · sizes: XS-4XL

Page 244 · 245 · 251

4011860139 01144

Pullover, v-neck 
50202

Men · regular fit · sizes: XXS-6XL

Page 58 · 59

99109 44111

Polo-shirt, SS, Sportwool  
50227

Men · regular fit · sizes: XXS-6XL

Page 208 · 209 

99109 44111 40137 00105 99109 44111

Polo-shirt, LS, Sportwool 
50228

Men · regular fit · sizes: XXS-6XL

Page 210 · 211 · 212

Pullover, v-neck 
50205

Men · regular fit · sizes: XXS-5XL

Page 218 · 219

9015699109 90154 44111
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Oslo
50% wool

50% acrylic

.„¹Çdš 

Prague
50% wool

50% acrylic

.„µÇcš 

Nato slipover, v-neck 
50220

Men · regular fit · sizes: XXS-6XL

Page 214 · 215 · 229

4411199109 4411199109

Nato pullover, v-neck 
50218

Men · regular fit · sizes: XXS-6XL

Page 216 · 217

4411199109 4411199109 4411199109

44111

Nato pullover, o-neck 
50219

Men · regular fit · sizes: XXS-6XL

Page 222 · 223

Nato zip neck 
50221

Men · regular fit · sizes: XXS-6XL

Page 232 · 233

Zip neck, troyer  
50209

Men · regular fit · sizes: XS-5XL

Page 224 ·225

Nato zip neck, w. lining 
50222

Men · regular fit · sizes: XXS-6XL

Page 204 · 233
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Bremen
50% wool

50% acrylic

)„µÇc› 

Trondheim
50% wool

50% acrylic

.„µÇcš 

Bergen
50% wool

50% acrylic

.„¹Çcš 

Stavanger
50% wool

50% acrylic

.„µÇcš 

Haugesund
50% wool

50% acrylic

.„µÇcš 

Zip neck, windbreaker 
50211

Men · regular fit · sizes: S-6XL

Page 226 · 227 · 228

4411199109

44111 44111

44111

Nato zip neck 
50226

Men · regular fit · sizes: XXS-5XL

Page 230 · 231

Nato, knit jacket, zip  
50224

Men · regular fit · sizes: XXS-6XL

Page 238 · 239

Nato zip neck 
50225

Men · regular fit · sizes: XXS-4XL

Page 234 · 235 · 237
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Zurich
50% wool

50% acrylic

.„µÇcš 

Paisley
Main fabric: 

88% polyester / 12% spandex
Padding & lining:

100% polyester

*„µÌcš 

Inverness
92% polyester / 8% elastane
Water resistance: 8500mm

Breathability: 3000gsm

*„µÌcš 

Knit jacket w. lining 
50210

Men · regular fit · sizes: XXS-6XL

Page 262 · 263

99109

Nato knit jacket, zip 
50223

Men · regular fit · sizes: XXS-6XL

Page 207 · 236 · 240 · 241

4411199109

Coat 
50326

Men · modern fit · sizes: S-4XL

Page 4 · 256 · 268 · 269

45111 45111

Jacket  
50438

Men · modern fit · sizes: S-5XL

Page 259 · 265 · 266 · 267

45111

Coat  
50921

Women · modern fit · sizes: XS-4XL

Page 256 · 270 · 271 · 272 · 273

45111

Waistcoat, reversible 
50905

Men · regular fit · sizes: S-5XL

Page 260 · 261
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